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Rabbi Michael S. Beals November 13, 2008

Congregation Beth Shalom Wilmington, DE

Louis J. Finger

Ari ben Aharon v’Chana

December 9, 1920 – November 10, 2008

Louis Finger passed away while Jews, the world over, are pondering the lessons of this week’s Torah
portion, Vayera. Vayera is Hebrew for “and He appeared.” It is a reference to God appearing before Abraham,
shortly after the elderly patriarch performed the mitzvah of brit milah , of circumcision. The idea of appearing, of
making the invisible visible is a reoccurring theme in this week’s biblical reading from the 18th through 22nd

chapters of Genesis. Hagar, mother of Ishmael, fails at first to see the life-saving well right next to her, until God
opens her eyes and causes it to appear. Abraham and Isaac see the Presence of God atop Mount Moriah from
afar, to them God appears, but to their accompanying servants, nothing is seen. Making the invisible visible, this is
one way of understanding Louis Finger’s extraordinary public life, the essence of his success as a lawyer, and as a
mench, deeply interested in pursuing justice – in bringing to light that which had hitherto remained obscured in
darkness. And I hope, in the time I have with you this morning, to share certain aspects of the private side of Louis,
also making the invisible visible, so as to give you a full measure of the man whose life we come to celebrate this
afternoon.

Louis was the only son born to Aaron and Anna Finger. He was born on December 9, 1920, right here in
Wilmington, a real native son. His father, Aaron, was also a native Wilmingtonian, who along with five other
families, founded Congregation Beth Shalom in the early twenties, as Delaware’s first Conservative Movement
synagogue -- an alternative to the more traditional Orthodox as well as the more liberal synagogues in Wilmington.
The very bima I am standing on this morning was dedicated by dear friends of Aaron in tribute to Aaron ’s
pioneering spirit, a real Abraham of his day…which would make Wilmington the Promised Land. His son, Louis,
would go on to take his own leadership roles in this synagogue, serving as President of the Men’s Club and
Secretary of the Board of Directors. Louis’ support of the Jewish community would also include serving as Chair of
the JCRC- the Jewish Community Relations Council and the Chair of Israel Bonds. I have seen a wonderful Israel
Bonds photo of Aaron posing with Sonny Schutzman as well as then-Ambassador Yizhak Rabin here in Wilmington.

Now Louis’ dad, Aaron, was not only a pioneer in the Jewish community, but also in the legal community
of Delaware, helping create the firm which is now known as Richards, Layton and Finger. This firm would, in time,
employ not one, not two, but three generations of Finger lawyers. Louis’ mother, Anna, was known for her
gracious hospitality and cooking. Not only would she feed her family, but once she got started, all the surrounding
neighbors would be invited over for a meal too – especially during holidays. Dorothy would later claim that one
could not have hoped for a more generous and loving mother-in-law.

Louis was blessed with a very close relationship with his one sibling, his sister Ruth, only a year and a half
his junior. They adored each other. In time, that love would extend to Ruth’s husband, Abe Gordon, and their
three children, Bernie and Michael, as well as their big sister, Leah Schutzman, who along with her husband, David,
are also members of Beth Shalom. Today the Finger-Gordon Scholarship is one of the key vehicles for promoting
both Judaism and education in the Wilmington community. Leah’s mom and dad both died prematurely and Louis
stepped up and became a surrogate father to Leah – Louis’ love for his sister reflected in his love for her daughter.
So it was Uncle Louis who took Leah to Boston to check out colleges. And as Dorothy waited in the car, it was 17-
year old Leah and 50-something Louis that checked into their Boston hotel. The bell hop took up the 17 year-old
girl and the 50-year old man to their room, and by his look of disgust, the uncle and niece knew they were being
judged as a tawdry December-May relationship. They did nothing to dissuade him as they enjoyed the joke so
much. Leah said her uncle had a wonderful sense of humor that ran completely counter to his public personae of a
very serious, thoughtful, almost aloof scholar-lawyer. In fact Louis was both – scholar-lawyer and jokester. The
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first girl in the family was Leah and David’s daughter, Abby. And the same love Louis had for his sister , Ruth, his
niece, Leah, he also had for this new baby girl. There is this wonderful photo in the family of a six-month old baby
Abby looking up, with a beaming smile, at her Great Uncle Louis, that seems to say it all. Louis was also thrilled
with the birth of his great nephews: Bernie’s children – Adam and Matt, as well as Michael’s children – Andrew and
Jenna. All are present today to pay tribute to their uncle. For Louis, Mishpucha, family, was the most important of
all his strongly-held values.

Another one of Louis’ strongly-held values was education. Louis was a graduate of the Wilmington
Friends School – class of ’36. In the Whittier Miscellany, the Friends School newspaper, they wrote of Louis:

And still they gazed and still the wonder grew. That one small head could carry all he knew. “A,” “A,” “A.”
Need we say more? “B” doesn’t seem to thrill Louis the way it does the rest of us. We hear that all these
“A’s” are without effort. Oh, that hurts! Besides being our prize student, Louis is an excellent musician and
rates high in baseball. We all wish him the best of luck as a lawyer several years hence.

By the way, in this write-up, the musician is a reference to Louis’ piano playing, and Louis’ signature piece, his
entire life was Claire de Lune. Louis would much later go on to become the President of the Wilmington Music
School, and served on their Board for 53 years, until the day he died. And as for Wilmington Friends, well they
would also play host to all three of Louis’ children in the years ahead.

From Wilmington Friends, Louis went on to yet another school with a Quaker foundation, Haverford. At
that time Haverford had a Jewish quota and Louis, through his genius, was able to get one of the two spots open to
Jews. How ironic that today roughly 27% of the Haverford student body is Jewish – the founding father’s worst
fears realized! Throughout his life, Louis came to embrace these basic Quaker values: modesty, lack of
ostentation, an embrace of tolerance, open-mindedness, civic duty, care for the underdog. Many of these values
reflected Louis’ own Jewish values and teachings, learned under Rabbi Jacob Kraft’s guidance at Congregation Beth
Shalom. Louis graduated Haverford with a degree in history in 1941. Louis maintained a passion for history,
especially European history, for the remainder of his life – as they say: past is prologue.

Then Louis went on a university search to find the very best law school to meet his intellectual needs. I
had the pleasure of reading a letter, dated March 20, 1941, to Dean F.D. C. Riddle, Department of Law, University
of Virginia, Charlottesville, from H. Albert Young, the very first Jewish Attorney General for the State of Delaware.
Allow me to read you an excerpt:

I have two young sons of my own for whom I have no greater hopes for their future than that they follow
in the steps of Louis Finger.

Of course one of those sons, Stuart, along with his lovely wife Toni, are among our beloved congregants at Beth
Shalom and it looks as if Attorney General Young got his wish. Later Hy Albert Young would go on to appoint Louis
Finger as a Deputy Attorney General for the State of Delaware. And together, Louis Finger and H. Albert Young
would go on to write and present before then US Supreme Court Justice Thurgood Marshall path-breaking legal
work around the most famous case of the 1950s: Brown versus the Board of Education, dealing with the then-hot
topic of racial desegregation of our schools. What a long way from there to the recent election of this country’s
first African-American president! Following the biblical lesson in this week’s portion to make the invisible visible,
Louis would go on to become the first president of the Delaware Chapter of the American Civil Liberties Union, and
did pro bono work for the Delaware Chapter of the NAACP – the National Association for the Advancement of
Colored People. In his involvement, Louis continued to champion the plight of the underdog – he sought to make
visible the injustices that were challenging our society, the injustices which made so many of our fellow citizens
invisible in the eyes of the law and society.

Well even though Attorney General Young wrote a spectacular letter of recommendation to the
University of Virginia Law School, Louis chose Yale instead, beginning in the fall of 1941. Well I don’t need to tell
you what happened on December 7th of that same year – a day which then-President Franklin Delano Roosevelt
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declared would “live in infamy.” Just as Louis’ father, Aaron, had voluntarily enlisted in World War One, so too,
did Louis voluntarily enlist in the United States Army Air Corps, the forerunner of today’s US Air Force, in late 1941,
placing his legal education on hold. He rose to the position of lieutenant and guided his airplane on bombing runs
over enemy territory. It was very risky business. Among his most important targets was the Ploesti Oil Fields in
Romania. On July 27, 1944, Louis’ airplane was shot down. He parachuted to safety over Yugoslavia and was found
by partisans. It was on this same date that Louis’ future wife, Holocaust survivor Dorothy Kraushar, hiding in the
forests of Poland after escaping a Nazi-run labor camp, was liberated by the advancing Russian Army. Now there is
a bit of Wilmington lore that imagines Dorothy discovering the young, dashing Lieutenant Louis Finger shot down
behind enemy lines, caring for him, and nursing him back to health. Now it is true, that Dorothy would come to
live in Wilmington after the war and studied nursing. So there is something about nursing in Dorothy’s story. But
that’s about it. Louis was shot down over Yugoslavia. Dorothy was in the woods of Poland. Although both were in
what would become Iron Curtain countries, they were hundreds of miles apart, and 10 years apart in age. So
young 14-year old Dorothy could not have been nursing 24-year old Louis in her arms, as romantic as that does
sounds. At the end of 1945, Louis returned to Yale, earned his law degree, and entered the family business of
Richards, Layton and Finger. It would take another five years before Dorothy and Louis would meet.

The setting of their first romantic encounter, back on that magic day in 1950, was the newly formed
Wilmington Senior League. Now we are not talking about the Early Bird Special Crowd. The Senior League was
Rabbi Kraft’s attempt to co-opt Louis Finger to create a Jewish Young Professional group so Jews in their twenties
and thirties could meet one another. (Today it was has been re-created as Third Fridays at CBS). Well it seemed to
work. Dorothy, the woman with the exotic accent and starlet-like beauty, now living in Wilmington with her aunt,
attended one of the lectures Louis organized. She remembered the first time she met Louis. He just started eye-
balling her, starting from her feet and slowly taking her in, inch by inch, in an upward direction. There was Louis’
deep, penetrating, analytical, legal mind at work, taking it all in. Part of Dorothy wanted to slap him …but another
part of her was really flattered. Their first date was an outing to Philadelphia to see Gilbert and Sullivan’s operetta,
“Iolanthe.” (In time their son, David, would inherit his father’s love for Gilbert and Sullivan). But Dorothy never got
to see the end of the operetta because she needed Louis to get her back to her nursing school before their curfew.
Dorothy would be embarrassed as Louis, the organizer of these Senior League lectures, would have to excuse
himself from his own programs, in order to drive his friend Dorothy home to the nursing school before the
aforementioned curfew. And the nursing school would not allow Dorothy to marry until she successfully
completed her nursing program. So Louis and Dorothy dated for the next two years, marrying in 1953. As their
own children grew, Louis was once asked what type of spouses would his children marry (by the way this is where
David instructed me to tell you that he is available), and Louis answered: “I made the right choice and I’m sure my
kids will too.” Fifty-five years together proves that Louis did, indeed, got it right when it came to his marriage to
Dorothy. Louis was always supportive of his Dorothy. After retirement in 1991, Louis accompanied Dorothy on her
painful return to Europe, and to her family town of Chodorow, Poland (now Ukraine) near Lvov. In all things Louis
was Dorothy’s rock. And in these last five years of declining health, Dorothy became Louis’ rock.

Jonathan, born in August of 1954, was the first of Louis and Dorothy’s three children. Dorothy said it was
as if Louis and her son Jonathan were one person. Besides a mutual appreciation for sports, when it came to
books, father and son were on the same wave length. Jonathan would call his dad and say: ”hey, Dad, did you hear
about this book, you’ve got to read it,” and Louis would answer, “yep, I just bought it.” As we have already
learned, education was one of Louis’ values. So imagine how proud Louis was of Jonathan earning his PhD from
MIT in Quantum Physics?! When Louis’ health began to turn five years ago, Jonathan showed such dedication,
calling his father every day, getting him to do exercises with him over the phone, a constant source of love and
caring. Like his father, Jonathan is very modest, and would not relish all this public praise. It must have been all
that good Quaker indoctrination at Friends School. Clearly not a good Quaker, Brother David said he has
absolutely no qualms being praised in public.

David, the middle Finger, was born in February 1958. While Jonathan and Louis were on the same wave
length when it came to books, David and Louis were on the same wave length when it came to music. David
followed in his father’s footsteps by learning piano. Together, father and son shared a great appreciation for Big
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Band Music from the forties. David said his father was very good about letting his children find their own way, he
made a point of not sharing his opinion. (It would drive daughter Susan crazy, who really wanted her father’s
opinion). Louis took his cue from President Clinton’s observation regarding US Foreign Policy: “We do better by the
power of example than by the example of power.” So Louis led by example rather than by telling his kids what to
do. Yet for all that, he was delighted when David decided to follow in his father’s footsteps and apply to law
school. Rumor has it that when Louis learned that David was going on toe Law School, he started to cry. However,
there are different opinions as to why Louis began to cry. After Law School, when David spent his first five years at
Richards, Layton and Finger, Louis was a much valued advisor to his son. Their mutual practice of law created a
bridge between father and son, which allowed them to then cover other topics. And David will never forget the
road trip, after his niece, Ariel’s birth in Virginia, when he was driving home to Wilmington with his dad. Never
before had they had such in depth discussions, where David learned about his father’s religious, philosophical and
political views on a wide range of subjects. This trip brought father and son incredibly close to one another. David
will be addressing you in a few minutes with his own stories and observations about his father.

Susan, Daddy’s Little Girl, was born in 1960. Unlike his public side, she remembers her father being very
funny. He loved to tell jokes, and he would make monster faces. He loved kids. He had a song for any occasion.
First of all, because he had a photographic memory, which made him perfect for the law, he could remember all
the words to any piece of music. So if somebody said something , he would either set the last words they said to
music, or if he knew a song with those same words, he would just launch into the song. Louis knew some classics,
like that old time favorite: “Go get the axe, there’s a fly on baby’s head.” Lyrics include: “Looking through a knot
hole in grandpa’s leg” and “Grandpa’s teeth will soon fit Nelly.” Nice. Speculation holds that Louis learned the
song in his youth at Camp Akiba, and he just held on to it all those years until his children grew old enough to
appreciate it. David and Susan would each take one of their dad’s knees, and then tell a story with their father’s
help of going on a walk, bumping heads and getting amnesia, and then somehow Louis would input all the
neighborhood kids’ names into the story. This was good for lots of giggles between David, Susan and Louis himself.

Susan’s husband, Jeff, said he was fortunate enough to have had not one, but two fathers. His first died
when he was younger, so Louis became like a surrogate father to him, just as he had stepped up when his niece,
Leah needed him. At first, Jeff was intimidated by his new father-in-law, but Louis quickly put Jeff at ease. Susan
adds that her father was a great hugger, so I am sure that helped too. Louis adored his two granddaughters,
Emma, now 15, and Ariel, now 12. As babies, they could not pronounce the word “Grandfather,” so the girls
reduced the name to PopPop, and it stuck. (By the way, Dorothy is known as Tootsie or in formal circumstances,
Tootsie Nana). Susan described her father as being incredibly patient with the granddaughters. They would dress
up their grandfather like a play doll, stacking hats , scarves, or whatever else they could find on his head. And
PopPop Louis would stay perfectly still and let them do whatever they wanted to do with him. So here is this man
with a severe, cerebral, intimidating personae, known throughout the legal world for his brilliance, dressed up in
hats, singing songs, making up new songs based on snippets of conversation. And for those of you from the legal
community gathered here today, you may have never known this side of Louis -- but as I said from the outset, this
week’s Torah portion, Vayera, is all about making the invisible visible. And a goofy sense of humor and a desire to
sing at the drop of a hat, is part of the full measure of this man, who clearly loved life.

I have alluded to Louis’ legal work but I have not dealt with it head-on until now, as often this part of his
life has overshadowed his more personal, intimate side. Louis began his practice of law in Insurance Defense work.
But he soon evolved as a formidable Corporate Attorney. In time, Louis written opinions on Corporate Law would
be sought all throughout the country, and would be an important income stream for his law firm. At first, i t must
have been challenging for Louis to have such a renowned father working in the same firm. One day Louis received
a call at the office, involving a particularly challenging bit of corporate law. The caller asked for Mr. Finger. Louis,
ever so modest, said, oh, you must want my father, Mr. Aaron Finger. The caller replied, no, I want you. It was a
real moment. Louis’ national reputation in corporate law was now comparable to that of his father’s. Among
Louis clients was The News Journal, at that time ran by the DuPonts. His work helped him become a pioneer, a real
Abraham of his day, when it came to cases involving First Amendment-Freedom of Speech. John Sweeney,
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editorial page editor of The News Journal, was quoted in his newspaper as saying that Louis provided his paper
with “sharp clear advice…and whose primary concern was fundamental fairness.”

“His example inspired a whole younger generation for openness and transparency in government,” shared
John Flaherty, who represented the good government group, Common Cause. One of those of the younger
generation who was inspired by Louis’ example, was his own son, David, who found the First Amendment Freedom
of Speech cases the most exciting to represent. David was especially impressed with his father ‘s support of
opening government deliberations to coverage by the press in order to create a more informed electorate and to
create a better sense of checks and balances, with the press providing an important watchdog role, sometimes
against the wishes of the politicians of his day.

But they say that all work and no play makes Jack a dull boy. Well there was nothing dull about Louis. His
tastes and interests were eclectic. Take as Exhibit A this September 16, 1968 Personality Profile of Louis in the
Jewish Exponent the forerunner of today’s Jewish Voice:

He is an avid reader who favors Shakespeare, an accomplished pianist, and a hi-fi devotee to the extent
that he can actually put together the complex components; He takes to sailing like a Viking.

A Jewish Viking. It gives one pause.

David also shared with me this wonderful Wednesday evening ritual when all sorts of people would come
and visit Louis in the front room of their Tennyson Avenue home, and seek out Louis’ advice. The issue could be
legal, or it could be seeking out his point-of-view, but it was all about helping people. I had the pleasure of being
one of the last to benefit from this ritual, when I went before Louis and Dorothy to explain the Capital Campaign
project, and our plan to both renovate and rebuild Congregation Beth Shalom, and to ask for Finger family help in
seeing the project through to completion. Although we have yet to reach our financial goal, all of us here this
afternoon are benefitting from the improvements in the synagogue building, and I know Louis’ dad, Beth Shalom
pioneer Aaron, would be smiling from on high to see what we have done with his synagogue.

So be it is informal people-to-people work from the front living room of his home; his work for the NAACP
or the ACLU, be it his work in the Brown v. the Board of Education, or his advocacy for open government and Free
Speech, Louis led his life like this week’s Torah portion: he made the invisible visible, by virtue of his keen legal
mind and his passion for justice and fairness. He shown light in places of darkness. And yet his first priority, his
first love, from day one, was his family. And I hope I was able to shed a little light, making the invisible visible by
sharing some of the silliness and fun that went with his interactions with his family – from the songs to the jokes.

May we all be inspired by Louis Finger’s example. May we strive, especially during this time of economic
hardship, to bring a greater sense of fairness and equity to this country, and to be generous with both our time
and our funds to the causes the require our attention. May we also be inspired by Louis, so that no matter how
important our work, we make our family our first priority. And finally, make we learn, by Louis’ example, to try to
balance our lives and our personalities, balancing work with play, balancing seriousness with good humor. May
Louis’ life be for a blessing, zichrona l’vracha , and let us say amen.


